
&WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF VOICE SEARCH 
IN THE PROPERTY INDUSTRY?

HOW DO YOU OPTIMISE YOUR ESTATE AGENCY WEBSITE?
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The Voice Search

REVOLUTION

You wake up in the morning and ask Amazon Alexa to start your day by updating you with the

weather forecast, the traffic on your commute and the most important news from the last 24

hours. You check your schedule, call the office and order your groceries by using voice

commands all while you’re getting ready for work.

 

We are so lucky to live in a world where technology is constantly-evolving and making our lives

easier and more efficient.



Voice search is growing exponentially and artificial
intelligence is playing an increasingly important
role in our lives. In fact, by the end of this year half
of all internet searches will be voice-based.
 
Surprised? Here are some statistics that might help
convince you.
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WHY SHOULD
YOU CARE ABOUT
VOICE SEARCH?

55% of households are expected to own smart
speaker devices by 2022.
 
 
 
65% of 25-49 year olds speak to their voice-
enabled devices at least once a day.
The 25-49 year old demographic is the most likely
to perform daily voice searches, followed closely
by 18-24 year olds, and 50+ year olds, respectively.
Though 25-49 year olds are the most active voice
searchers, the 18-24 demographic is credited with
helping to drive early adoption of the technology.
 
 
 
76% of smart speaker owners search for local
businesses on a weekly basis.
46% say they perform these searches daily.
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28% of consumers go on to call the business they
voice searched for. 
This is the most common action following a voice
search. Other common follow-up actions according
to voice search stats are visiting the business’s
website (27%), visiting its location (19%),
conducting more research on the business (14%),
and conducting more research into other
businesses (12%).
 
 
 
52% of smart speaker owners are interested in
receiving information about deals, sales and
promotions from brands. This can prove a novel
way for brands to engage with their customers.
 
 
 
93% of consumers are satisfied with their voice
assistants. The top benefits consumers cite for
using voice speakers are the ability to multitask,
get instant answers to questions, and make their
lives easier.
 
 
 
65% of people who own Amazon Alexa or Google
Home can’t imagine going back to the days before
they had a smart speaker.  For many people, smart
speakers are part of their lifestyle.
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The voice search revolution is dramatically altering how consumers engage with businesses and 
continued change is expected. It is going to transform the work of property services professionals 
as profoundly as email, online advertising, and digital document management has already 
done. This change presents new opportunities for the property industry – from streamlining 
work processes and creating new channels of communication to marketing properties 
and engaging with potential clients in a more natural, conversational way.

WHY SHOULD YOU CARE
ABOUT VOICE SEARCH?

There are three main drivers behind this trend.
 
First, searching with your voice is 3.7 times faster than typing. 
While you can say between 110 – 150 words per minute using 
voice search, you can only type 38-40 words using a keyboard.
 
Second, voice search is perfect for mobile searches. In
fact, as many as 60% of mobile searchers use voice 
search at least some of the time.
 
Finally, voice search is more convenient 
and easier to use. For example, typing 
‘three-bedroom house in 
Leatherhead with a garden and 
a garage’ is a pain typing on a 
mobile. Saying the same 
phrase out loud is 
quick and easy.
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HOW IS  VOICE SEARCH DIFFERENT
TO KEYBOARD-BASED SEARCH?

If you own a website, invest in keyword campaigns and other online advertising, voice search is already
changing the way you’re discovered.

Voice search changes how people search in two important ways:

Search queries are longer – while keyboard-based searches are usually  
concentrated around 1-3 words, voice searches are often as long as 5-7 words

Search queries are more conversational – Google states that 70% 
of searches on Google Assistant use ‘natural language’

Voice search also change show people get search results

Another incredibly significant change voice search introduces is that only the first search result or the
Featured Snippet, also known as position zero result, is read out. This means that being on the first
page of Google isn’t enough any longer. It is more important than ever to be the top result.



Optimise for longtail keywords
 
Voice search queries are often full sentences or long phrases such as ‘Alexa, where is the nearest estate
agency?’ or ‘Alexa, find three-bedroom house for sale in Manchester’. With this in mind, you need to
start optimising your estate agency website for longtail keywords as much as possible. Don’t be afraid
to choose even 5+ word terms and sprinkle them in your content where they read naturally.

 
The trick to identifying strategic longtail keywords is to think about the people you would like to
attract and what would they say to or ask their smart assistant if they were looking for your agency or
properties. Choosing specific, descriptive longtail keywords also means that the people who find your
website using them are more likely to become clients than the people who found your website using
more generic search terms.
 
 
 

Target your audience's questions
 
Largely thanks to voice search, question keywords are up 61% year-on-year.
 
Pay attention to questions clients ask you and then use them to create content 
on your website that answers them, ‘what is a good energy efficiency 
rating  for a flat?’, for example.
 
If you need some ideas visit Answer the Public, which 
generates title ideas around a theme you input.

HOW CAN YOU 
OPTIMISE  YOUR WEBSITE  
TO LEVERAGE VOICE SEARCH?
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Create FAQ page(s)
 
FAQ pages are a perfect way to optimise your website
for voice search. Why? As mentioned earlier, question
keywords are on the rise and Google wants to give
their users concise answers of around 30 words. FAQ
pages are ideal for this type of content. Moreover, the
more questions and answers you add to your FAQ
page, the more search queries it can rank for.
 
 
 

Use natural, conversational language
 
Voice searches are more natural and less robotic than
keyboard-based searches and you want to write in the
same way. In fact, the average voice search result is
written at a 9th grade reading level. Produce easy-to-
read, conversational copy. Not only will it help ranking
for voice search, it is also a lot more engaging. Have as
many colloquial phrases and questions as possible
throughout your website and make sure you avoid
jargon, complicated words and acronyms as much as
you can.
 
 
 

Use Schema.org mark-up
 
Schema.org is a system used to mark-up content on a
web page, which then enables search engines such as
Google to understand your website and identify
information. This in turn increases your chances of
ranking better for voice search results.
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Optimise for Featured Snippets
 
About 40% of all Google voice answers come from the Featured Snippet. Also known as a position
zero result, a featured snippet is the result that appears in the answer box at the top of the search
results, and it displays an immediate answer to a question. For your website to be featured, you need
to ensure that you are providing concise answers to the questions most asked by your audience.
 
 
 

Think Local
 
Voice search is becoming increasingly popular in local searches, such as ‘restaurants near me’, ‘one-
bed flat to rent near me’ or ‘estate agents near me’. People constantly use their phones to look for
locations around them at any given time. In fact, ‘near me’ Google searches have doubled in the past
year. That being said, it’s not hard to believe that about 50% of local mobile searches lead to a store
visit within one day’s time.
 
Local search results come from Google My Business and Bing Places for Business, so make sure to set
up these listing for your business in order to leverage local search traffic and attract more local
clients.
 
You can also optimise your content for local searches by using keywords such as ‘near Hampton
Court’ or ‘in the Hampton Court area.’
 
Local search not only boosts the traffic to your website, it also increases the likelihood that a client
will visit your physical location.
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Veco™ by Eurolink is a leading, innovative property software provider for core business
functions related to the Residential Sales, Lettings, Property Management and Accounts
industry. Having been established for almost 30 years, we pride ourselves on ‘Bringing People,
Property and Technology Together’.
 
Our flagship product, Veco™ was launched in 2008 and pioneered the ‘one-system’ – a multi
discipline software application for Sales, Lettings, Auctions and Block Management. It
continues to be deployed to clients throughout the UK, offering a comprehensive all in one
property package, enabling our clients to carry out core business processes efficiently and to
the highest standards possible. We take a consultancy-based approach to the implementation
of new clients, meaning the project delivery is tailored to your individual requirements,
ensuring it works specifically for your business, staff and needs.
 
Discover why Veco™ is the best property software for your Residential Sales, Lettings, Property
Management and Estate Management business.
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CONTACT
VECO™ BY EUROLINK

Request your free consultation now

01372 389250
sales@eurolink.co

https://vecobyeurolink.outgrow.us/newenquiryformveco

